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1. PREVIOUS DAY (ESM5)

Open High Low Closing

RTH    2087.00 2096.00 2084.50 2095.50

GBX    2085.00 2096.00 2083.00 2095.50

 
2. PIVOTS 

Daily RTH and GBX Weekly Monthly Yearly
R3 2113.00 2173.75 2175.50 2540.25
R2 2104.50 2135.50 2141.25 2314.50
R1 2100.00 2115.50 2101.00 2183.50
PPT 2091.50 2077.25 2066.75 1957.75
S1 2087.00 2057.00 2026.50 1826.75
S2 2078.50 2018.75 1992.25 1601.00
S3 2074.00 1998.75 1852.00 1470.00

3. FOCUS NUMBERS 

Daily Weekly

2nd  Sell level 2123.50-2124.75 2153.25-2155.50

  1st   Sell level 2113.50-2115.00 2128.50-2132.50

 Key # 2098.50-2099.50 2107.00-2108.00

 1st  Buy level 2080.00-2078.50  2065.50-2062.50

2nd Buy level 2070.50-2069.75  2036.50-2037.50

The key # is a control point for up or down moves.  When price moves from one side of that line to the other 
and stays in the new range it often indicates a change in trend and the beginning of a stop run. Look for the 
price to move toward new support and resistance levels, often at/near our buy or sell range.  For more 
information visit www.naturus.com
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4. WEEKLY OUTLOOK — S&P 500 CASH INDEX 

The S&P 500 cash index ($SPX) closed at 2102.06 last Friday, up 35.1 points for a net weekly gain of 2%.

Last week we saw a bear trap in the SPX pre-market, with a sudden drop followed by a strong up-trend for the rest 
of the week. The market reacted positively to FOMC meeting minutes released mid-week and dovish comments 
from various Fed members. Concerns about an imminent rate hike were likely alleviated by the Fed jawboning, and
by overseas market rallies.

This week is the expiration for April index options, so relatively volatile moves will likely continue. The economic 
reports and earnings from major banks this week will help to move the market. We may see the SPX make new 
highs this week.

Technical analysis

S&P500 Weekly Chart

a) Long-term

There is no change in the long term outlook. It remains bullish and the upside is strong. Recently the SPX has been
trading inside the 2118 to 2045 range, but this range is going to break soon.

2045-60 remains as the pivot level for this year. Holding above the pivot will encourage buyers to continue stepping
into the market for a push higher.
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2125 is the range resistance line lying just overhead; a move above it would be a clear breakout to the upside.

On the downside, a break below 2040 would be an obvious breach of support, and could send the index down to 
test the next intermediate-term major support in the 2000-1980 zone.

So far the market has made several failed attempts to establish a long-term correction. There are several reasons 
for this failure. One is the Fed, which keep making brave noises about a rate increase in June, but keeps attaching 
new conditions which are mainly seen as convenient excuses if the rate hike fails to materialize.

A second is overseas markets, particularly the strength of the Chinese market, which has had a big run to the 
upside. The effect is to make US markets look relatively cheap, and encourage buyers to believe the US markets 
are likely to follow the same path.

No matter the reason for the lack of a major correction, we still expect the SPX to rally further up in long run. A 
short-term correction can't be avoided, but it will be seen mainly as an opportunity for long-term investors to buy in 
at a relatively low level.

b)   Short-term

S&P500 Daily Chart

Last week the SPX closed above 2100 for the first time since the mid-March pullback, and it may be able to close 
above that important level for the weekly option expiration at the end of this week.

But be cautious. In the past there have been several occasions when the index closed at a high level on Friday for 
option expiration, then moved away from that high the following week – banging the close to create a favorable 
option outcome.
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Based on the daily chart, SPX remains inside the broad range from 2125 to 2045. Within this range there is a small
“wedge” pattern, which could lead this index to make an A-B-C-D-E move.

Right now the SPX is at or near its projected D top area, and this week the index will show if that pattern works or 
not. If it holds below 2110, it is possible for the SPX to go for the E low, which may be around the 2065 area. If it 
breaks above 2115 we'll be reconsidering our interpretation of the price action to concentrate on a bullish double 
bottom instead.

No matter which pattern this index is going to form, the price action in between 2125 and 2045 should be regarded 
as short-term noise which is not likely to affect the long-term outlook until it moves outside that range.

5. DAILY OUTLOOK – S&P 500 MINI FUTURES (ES)

ESM5 Daily chart

ES rallied up to 2096 on Friday and closed near the high. Based on the daily chart, the pattern – a potential double 
bottom within a “wedge” pattern – gives a bullish outlook.

But Friday's volume was very thin, 37% below the volume on the rally day. That could result from the weekly option
expiration, but it also indicates many buyers were still on the sidelines on Friday.

Today the ES is at a decision point. 2100-2098.50 is an important price point, a psychological resistance zone. A 
break above it indicates that the developing A-B-C-D-E pattern is invalid, and the breakout could create a bull run 
up to 2115-13 to retest March's high.
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A failure to break above that psychological resistance could send the ES back to last Friday's low 2083-84. If it then
moves further, below 2064, the outlook will be bearish. It would indicate that ES still intends to form an A-B-C-D-E 
pattern, and the price could drop back down to the 2050 area.

The trading strategy is to maintain a neutral position and watch for momentum strength if there is a breakout. Once 
a breakout move is confirmed, trade in the direction of the breakout.

The major support levels: 2075-73, 2066.50-65, 2036.25-35.50
the major resistance levels: 2115-18.50, 2035.50-38, 2146.50-48.50, 2156.50-58,  

Short-term  ---- Bullish
Medium term -----Bullish
Long term ---- Bullish

6. TRADING STRATEGY:  April 13, 2015

a. Intraday Scalping numbers 

Sell level 2106.00-2107.00 2115.00-2113.50 2124.75-2125.50

Buy level 2085.50-2086.00 2078.50-2076.50 2070.50-2071.50

b. Gap Method Trading
Gap target

Sell level

Buy level 2085-2086 2095.5

c. Option trades 
Strike price Expiration Date Entry price

2150 calls 2015-04-17 > = 2110

Meanline 2100

2045 puts 2015-04-17 < = 2080
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Murrey Math Line Movement * 
(Caution. Know MMline rule before you trade these numbers.) 

7. OVERNIGHT CALL (3:30am to 8am)

1st Sell level 2nd Sell level

2107.00-2106.00 (sl 08.75) 2112.50-2115.00 (sl16.50)

 Central line 2097

2085.25-2083.00 (sl80.50) 2078.50-2076.00 (sl74.25)

1st Buy level 2nd Buy level

Overnight Call: 
Central line = 2097
Above it, ES could pop up to 2107-2106 or higher to 2112.50-2115 (short entry). 
Below it, ES could dip into 2085.25-2083.00 or lower to 2078.50-2076.00 (long entry).
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Prior Move 1.95 Up Move 3.91 Down Move 3.91
2097.66 +2/8 2117.19 +2/8 2101.56 +2/8
2095.70 +1/8 2113.28 +1/8 2097.66 +1/8
2093.75 8/8 2109.38 8/8 2093.75 8/8
2091.80 7/8 2105.47 7/8 2089.84 7/8
2089.84 6/8 2101.56 6/8 2085.94 6/8
2087.89 5/8 2097.66 5/8 2082.03 5/8
2085.94 4/8 2093.75 4/8 2078.13 4/8
2083.98 3/8 2089.84 3/8 2074.22 3/8
2082.03 2/8 2085.94 2/8 2070.31 2/8
2080.08 1/8 2082.03 1/8 2066.41 1/8
2078.13 0/8 2078.13 0/8 2062.50 0/8
2076.17 -1/8 2074.22 -1/8 2058.59 -1/8
2074.22 -2/8 2070.31 -2/8 2054.69 -2/8
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8. WEEKLY ECONOMIC REPORTS

http://www.briefing.com/investor/calendars/economic/ 

Monday

•  Treasury Budget

Tuesday

• PPI,  Retails Sales and Business Inventories

Wednesday

• Empire State Mfg Survey, Industrial Production, Housing Market Index and Crude oil 
report, Beige Book. 

Thursday

• Jobless Claims,  Housing Starts and Philadelphia Fed Business Outlook Survey

Friday

• Consumer Price Index, Consumer Sentiment and Leading Indicators 
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